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the biological sciences cover a broad array of literature types from younger fields like molecular biology with
its reliance on recent journal articles genomic databases and protocol manuals to classic fields such as
taxonomy with its scattered literature found in monographs and journals from the past three centuries using
the biological literature a practical guide fourth edition is an annotated guide to selected resources in the
biological sciences presenting a wide ranging list of important sources this completely revised edition contains
numerous new resources and descriptions of all entries including textbooks the guide emphasizes current
materials in the english language and includes retrospective references for historical perspective and to
provide access to the taxonomic literature it covers both print and electronic resources including monographs
journals databases indexes and abstracting tools websites and associations providing users with listings of
authoritative informational resources of both classical and recently published works with chapters devoted to
each of the main fields in the basic biological sciences this book offers a guide to the best and most up to date
resources in biology it is appropriate for anyone interested in searching the biological literature from
undergraduate students to faculty researchers and librarians the guide includes a supplementary website
dedicated to keeping urls of electronic and web based resources up to date a popular feature continued from
the third edition the goal in writing this text is to demonstrate that physical principles can provide great
insight into biological systems and processes the result is a book that addresses life science students
particular needs for knowledge and problem solving skills more directly than the standard physics texts
available the book is written for first year university students in life sciences and environmental sciences the
students are expected to have some background from high school physics and must have good skills in algebra
and trigonometry sections of the book that involve calculus are highlighted giving instructors the option of
using calculus if they so choose providing easy to access information this unique sourcebook covers the wide
range of topics that a researcher must be familiar with in order to become a successful experimental scientist
perfect for aspiring as well as practicing professionals in the medical and biological sciences it discusses a
broad range of topics that are common yet not traditionally considered part of formal curricula the information
presented also facilitates communication across conventional disciplinary boundaries in line with the
increasingly multidisciplinary nature of modern research projects perfect for students with various
professional backgrounds providing a broad scientific perspective easily accessible concise material makes
learning about diverse methods achievable in today s fast paced world cambridge low price editions are
reprints of internationally respected books from cambridge university press the text has been completely
revised and updated to provide comprehensive coverage of all the major biology syllabuses at advanced level it
is also suitable for first year students in higher education it contains clearly written up to date information
appropriate to the new advanced level biology syllabuses new material covering microbiology and
biotechnology the applications of genetics and human health and disease a variety of questions throughout the
text carefully selected and clearly presented practical investigations in many of the units appendices providing
basic information and techniques relating to the relevant areas of the physical sciences and mathematics e g
biological chemistry and statistics provides an in depth review of current print and electronic tools for
research in numerous disciplines of biology including dictionaries and encyclopedias method guides
handbooks on line directories and periodicals directs readers to an associated page that maintains the urls and
annotations of all major inernet resources discussed in th this book argues for the explanatory autonomy of the
biological sciences it does so by showing that scientific explanations in the biological sciences cannot be
reduced to explanations in the fundamental sciences such as physics and chemistry and by demonstrating that
biological explanations are advanced by models rather than laws of nature to maintain the explanatory
autonomy of the biological sciences the author argues against explanatory reductionism and shows that
explanation in the biological sciences can be achieved without reduction then he demonstrates that the
biological sciences do not have laws of nature instead of laws he suggests that biological models usually do the
explanatory work to understand how a biological model can explain phenomena in the world the author
proposes an inferential account of model explanation the basic idea of this account is that for a model to be
explanatory it must answer two kinds of questions counterfactual dependence questions that concern the
model itself and hypothetical questions that concern the relationship between the model and its target system
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the reason a biological model can answer these two kinds of questions is due to the fact that a model is a
structure and the holistic relationship between the model and its target warrants the hypothetical inference
from the model to its target and thus helps to answer the second kind of question the explanatory autonomy of
the biological sciences will be of interest to researchers and advanced students working in philosophy of
science philosophy of biology and metaphysics summary introductory text with problems exercises and
laboratory exercises which emphasizes development and adaptation at all levels and which includes up to date
coverage of physiology genetics biochemistry and ecology this book represents a small and highly selective
sample of the quantitative approach to biology the author encourages the reader to disseminate further the
cause of mathematics applied to the biological sciences you don t have to be a genius to write a phd of course
it will always involve a lot of hard work and dedication but the process of writing is a whole lot easier if you
understand the basic ground rules this book is a guide through the dos and don ts of writing a phd specifically
in the biological sciences it will be your companion from the point when you decide to do a phd providing
practical guidance to getting started all the way through the nuts and bolts of the writing and editing process
it will also help you to get and stay in the right mental framework and establish good habits from the
beginning putting you in a commanding position later on examples are tailored to biological science offering a
unique reference for phd students in these disciplines embarking on a phd doesn t need to be daunting even if
it s your first experience working within academia each short section focusses on writing considered by many
to be the most difficult aspect of a phd and delves into a practical detail of one aspect from title to
supplementary material whether you re a student just starting your studies or a supervisor struggling to cope
the book provides the insider information you need to get ahead this book develops a philosophical account
that reveals the major characteristics that make an explanation in the life sciences reductive and distinguish
them from non reductive explanations understanding what reductive explanations are enables one to assess
the conditions under which reductive explanations are adequate and thus enhances debates about explanatory
reductionism the account of reductive explanation presented in this book has three major characteristics first
it emerges from a critical reconstruction of the explanatory practice of the life sciences itself second the
account is monistic since it specifies one set of criteria that apply to explanations in the life sciences in general
finally the account is ontic in that it traces the reductivity of an explanation back to certain relations that exist
between objects in the world such as part whole relations and level relations rather than to the logical
relations between sentences beginning with a disclosure of the meta philosophical assumptions that underlie
the author s analysis of reductive explanation the book leads into the debate about reduction ism in the
philosophy of biology and continues with a discussion on the two perspectives on explanatory reduction that
have been proposed in the philosophy of biology so far the author scrutinizes how the issue of reduction
becomes entangled with explanation and analyzes two concepts the concept of a biological part and the
concept of a level of organization the results of these five chapters constitute the ground on which the author
bases her final chapter developing her ontic account of reductive explanation an introduction to the physical
principles of spectroscopy and their applications to the biological sciences advances in such fields as
proteomics and genomics place new demands on students and professionals to be able to apply quantitative
concepts to the biological phenomena that they are studying spectroscopy for the biological sciences provides
students and professionals with a working knowledge of the physical chemical aspects of spectroscopy along
with their applications to important biological problems designed as a companion to professor hammes s
thermodynamics and kinetics for the biological sciences this approachable yet thorough text covers the basic
principles of spectroscopy including fundamentals of spectroscopy electronic spectra circular dichroism and
optical rotary dispersion vibration in macromolecules ir raman etc magnetic resonance x ray crystallography
mass spectrometry with a minimum of mathematics and a strong focus on applications to biology this book will
prepare current and future professionals to better understand the quantitative interpretation of biological
phenomena and to utilize these tools in their work unifying biology offers a historical reconstruction of one of
the most important yet elusive episodes in the history of modern science the evolutionary synthesis of the
1930s and 1940s for more than seventy years after darwin proposed his theory of evolution it was hotly
debated by biological scientists it was not until the 1930s that opposing theories were finally refuted and a
unified darwinian evolutionary theory came to be widely accepted by biologists using methods gleaned from a
variety of disciplines vassiliki betty smocovitis argues that the evolutionary synthesis was part of the larger
process of unifying the biological sciences at the same time that scientists were working toward a synthesis
between darwinian selection theory and modern genetics they were according to the author also working
together to establish an autonomous community of evolutionists smocovitis suggests that the drive to unify the
sciences of evolution and biology was part of a global philosophical movement toward unifying knowledge in
developing her argument she pays close attention to the problems inherent in writing the history of
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evolutionary science by offering historiographical reflections on the practice of history and the practice of
science drawing from some of the most exciting recent approaches in science studies and cultural studies she
argues that science is a culture complete with language rituals texts and practices unifying biology offers not
only its own new synthesis of the history of modern evolution but also a new way of doing history scientific
philosophers examine the nature and significance of levels of organization a core structural principle in the
biological sciences this volume examines the idea of levels of organization as a distinct object of investigation
considering its merits as a core organizational principle for the scientific image of the natural world it
approaches levels of organization roughly the idea that the natural world is segregated into part whole
relationships of increasing spatiotemporal scale and complexity in terms of its roles in scientific reasoning as a
dynamic open ended idea capable of performing multiple overlapping functions in distinct empirical settings
the contributors scientific philosophers with longstanding ties to the biological sciences discuss topics
including the philosophical and scientific contexts for an inquiry into levels whether the concept can actually
deliver on its organizational promises the role of levels in the development and evolution of complex systems
conditional independence and downward causation and the extension of the concept into the sociocultural
realm taken together the contributions embrace the diverse usages of the term as aspects of the big picture of
levels of organization contributors jan baedke robert w batterman daniel s brooks james difrisco markus i
eronen carl gillett sara green james griesemer alan c love angela potochnik thomas reydon ilya tëmkin jon
umerez william c wimsatt james woodward current guide 1 to the library use of the literature of the biological
sciences and related areas and 2 to the proper reporting of research to the scientific community classified
arrangement under such topics as bibliographic form ready reference works literature of taxonomy and
searching the literature references are included with chapters general index 1st ed 1942 8th ed 1972
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The Encyclopedia of the Biological Sciences 1970 the biological sciences cover a broad array of literature
types from younger fields like molecular biology with its reliance on recent journal articles genomic databases
and protocol manuals to classic fields such as taxonomy with its scattered literature found in monographs and
journals from the past three centuries using the biological literature a practical guide fourth edition is an
annotated guide to selected resources in the biological sciences presenting a wide ranging list of important
sources this completely revised edition contains numerous new resources and descriptions of all entries
including textbooks the guide emphasizes current materials in the english language and includes retrospective
references for historical perspective and to provide access to the taxonomic literature it covers both print and
electronic resources including monographs journals databases indexes and abstracting tools websites and
associations providing users with listings of authoritative informational resources of both classical and
recently published works with chapters devoted to each of the main fields in the basic biological sciences this
book offers a guide to the best and most up to date resources in biology it is appropriate for anyone interested
in searching the biological literature from undergraduate students to faculty researchers and librarians the
guide includes a supplementary website dedicated to keeping urls of electronic and web based resources up to
date a popular feature continued from the third edition
A Sourcebook for the Biological Sciences 1966 the goal in writing this text is to demonstrate that physical
principles can provide great insight into biological systems and processes the result is a book that addresses
life science students particular needs for knowledge and problem solving skills more directly than the standard
physics texts available the book is written for first year university students in life sciences and environmental
sciences the students are expected to have some background from high school physics and must have good
skills in algebra and trigonometry sections of the book that involve calculus are highlighted giving instructors
the option of using calculus if they so choose
The Major Principles of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education 1948 providing easy to
access information this unique sourcebook covers the wide range of topics that a researcher must be familiar
with in order to become a successful experimental scientist perfect for aspiring as well as practicing
professionals in the medical and biological sciences it discusses a broad range of topics that are common yet
not traditionally considered part of formal curricula the information presented also facilitates communication
across conventional disciplinary boundaries in line with the increasingly multidisciplinary nature of modern
research projects perfect for students with various professional backgrounds providing a broad scientific
perspective easily accessible concise material makes learning about diverse methods achievable in today s fast
paced world
A Sourcebook for the Biological Sciences 1986 cambridge low price editions are reprints of internationally
respected books from cambridge university press the text has been completely revised and updated to provide
comprehensive coverage of all the major biology syllabuses at advanced level it is also suitable for first year
students in higher education it contains clearly written up to date information appropriate to the new
advanced level biology syllabuses new material covering microbiology and biotechnology the applications of
genetics and human health and disease a variety of questions throughout the text carefully selected and
clearly presented practical investigations in many of the units appendices providing basic information and
techniques relating to the relevant areas of the physical sciences and mathematics e g biological chemistry
and statistics
Biology and Language 2003-01-01 provides an in depth review of current print and electronic tools for
research in numerous disciplines of biology including dictionaries and encyclopedias method guides
handbooks on line directories and periodicals directs readers to an associated page that maintains the urls and
annotations of all major inernet resources discussed in th
Using the Biological Literature 2014-04-14 this book argues for the explanatory autonomy of the biological
sciences it does so by showing that scientific explanations in the biological sciences cannot be reduced to
explanations in the fundamental sciences such as physics and chemistry and by demonstrating that biological
explanations are advanced by models rather than laws of nature to maintain the explanatory autonomy of the
biological sciences the author argues against explanatory reductionism and shows that explanation in the
biological sciences can be achieved without reduction then he demonstrates that the biological sciences do not
have laws of nature instead of laws he suggests that biological models usually do the explanatory work to
understand how a biological model can explain phenomena in the world the author proposes an inferential
account of model explanation the basic idea of this account is that for a model to be explanatory it must
answer two kinds of questions counterfactual dependence questions that concern the model itself and
hypothetical questions that concern the relationship between the model and its target system the reason a
biological model can answer these two kinds of questions is due to the fact that a model is a structure and the
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holistic relationship between the model and its target warrants the hypothetical inference from the model to
its target and thus helps to answer the second kind of question the explanatory autonomy of the biological
sciences will be of interest to researchers and advanced students working in philosophy of science philosophy
of biology and metaphysics
Studies in the Biological Sciences 1913 summary introductory text with problems exercises and laboratory
exercises which emphasizes development and adaptation at all levels and which includes up to date coverage
of physiology genetics biochemistry and ecology
The Encyclopedia of the biological sciences 1963 this book represents a small and highly selective sample of
the quantitative approach to biology the author encourages the reader to disseminate further the cause of
mathematics applied to the biological sciences
Physics for the Biological Sciences 2003 you don t have to be a genius to write a phd of course it will
always involve a lot of hard work and dedication but the process of writing is a whole lot easier if you
understand the basic ground rules this book is a guide through the dos and don ts of writing a phd specifically
in the biological sciences it will be your companion from the point when you decide to do a phd providing
practical guidance to getting started all the way through the nuts and bolts of the writing and editing process
it will also help you to get and stay in the right mental framework and establish good habits from the
beginning putting you in a commanding position later on examples are tailored to biological science offering a
unique reference for phd students in these disciplines embarking on a phd doesn t need to be daunting even if
it s your first experience working within academia each short section focusses on writing considered by many
to be the most difficult aspect of a phd and delves into a practical detail of one aspect from title to
supplementary material whether you re a student just starting your studies or a supervisor struggling to cope
the book provides the insider information you need to get ahead
Encyclopedia of the Biological Sciences 1961 this book develops a philosophical account that reveals the
major characteristics that make an explanation in the life sciences reductive and distinguish them from non
reductive explanations understanding what reductive explanations are enables one to assess the conditions
under which reductive explanations are adequate and thus enhances debates about explanatory reductionism
the account of reductive explanation presented in this book has three major characteristics first it emerges
from a critical reconstruction of the explanatory practice of the life sciences itself second the account is
monistic since it specifies one set of criteria that apply to explanations in the life sciences in general finally the
account is ontic in that it traces the reductivity of an explanation back to certain relations that exist between
objects in the world such as part whole relations and level relations rather than to the logical relations
between sentences beginning with a disclosure of the meta philosophical assumptions that underlie the author
s analysis of reductive explanation the book leads into the debate about reduction ism in the philosophy of
biology and continues with a discussion on the two perspectives on explanatory reduction that have been
proposed in the philosophy of biology so far the author scrutinizes how the issue of reduction becomes
entangled with explanation and analyzes two concepts the concept of a biological part and the concept of a
level of organization the results of these five chapters constitute the ground on which the author bases her
final chapter developing her ontic account of reductive explanation
Biological Science 1986 an introduction to the physical principles of spectroscopy and their applications to the
biological sciences advances in such fields as proteomics and genomics place new demands on students and
professionals to be able to apply quantitative concepts to the biological phenomena that they are studying
spectroscopy for the biological sciences provides students and professionals with a working knowledge of the
physical chemical aspects of spectroscopy along with their applications to important biological problems
designed as a companion to professor hammes s thermodynamics and kinetics for the biological sciences this
approachable yet thorough text covers the basic principles of spectroscopy including fundamentals of
spectroscopy electronic spectra circular dichroism and optical rotary dispersion vibration in macromolecules ir
raman etc magnetic resonance x ray crystallography mass spectrometry with a minimum of mathematics and a
strong focus on applications to biology this book will prepare current and future professionals to better
understand the quantitative interpretation of biological phenomena and to utilize these tools in their work
Biological Science 2020 unifying biology offers a historical reconstruction of one of the most important yet
elusive episodes in the history of modern science the evolutionary synthesis of the 1930s and 1940s for more
than seventy years after darwin proposed his theory of evolution it was hotly debated by biological scientists it
was not until the 1930s that opposing theories were finally refuted and a unified darwinian evolutionary theory
came to be widely accepted by biologists using methods gleaned from a variety of disciplines vassiliki betty
smocovitis argues that the evolutionary synthesis was part of the larger process of unifying the biological
sciences at the same time that scientists were working toward a synthesis between darwinian selection theory
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and modern genetics they were according to the author also working together to establish an autonomous
community of evolutionists smocovitis suggests that the drive to unify the sciences of evolution and biology
was part of a global philosophical movement toward unifying knowledge in developing her argument she pays
close attention to the problems inherent in writing the history of evolutionary science by offering
historiographical reflections on the practice of history and the practice of science drawing from some of the
most exciting recent approaches in science studies and cultural studies she argues that science is a culture
complete with language rituals texts and practices unifying biology offers not only its own new synthesis of the
history of modern evolution but also a new way of doing history
Research Methodology in the Medical and Biological Sciences 2007-11-05 scientific philosophers examine the
nature and significance of levels of organization a core structural principle in the biological sciences this
volume examines the idea of levels of organization as a distinct object of investigation considering its merits as
a core organizational principle for the scientific image of the natural world it approaches levels of organization
roughly the idea that the natural world is segregated into part whole relationships of increasing
spatiotemporal scale and complexity in terms of its roles in scientific reasoning as a dynamic open ended idea
capable of performing multiple overlapping functions in distinct empirical settings the contributors scientific
philosophers with longstanding ties to the biological sciences discuss topics including the philosophical and
scientific contexts for an inquiry into levels whether the concept can actually deliver on its organizational
promises the role of levels in the development and evolution of complex systems conditional independence and
downward causation and the extension of the concept into the sociocultural realm taken together the
contributions embrace the diverse usages of the term as aspects of the big picture of levels of organization
contributors jan baedke robert w batterman daniel s brooks james difrisco markus i eronen carl gillett sara
green james griesemer alan c love angela potochnik thomas reydon ilya tëmkin jon umerez william c wimsatt
james woodward
Physics for the biological sciences 1982-08-19 current guide 1 to the library use of the literature of the
biological sciences and related areas and 2 to the proper reporting of research to the scientific community
classified arrangement under such topics as bibliographic form ready reference works literature of taxonomy
and searching the literature references are included with chapters general index 1st ed 1942 8th ed 1972
Biological Science 1 and 2 (Cambridge Low-price Edition) 1997-12-11
International Union of Biological Sciences 1978
Research Problems in Biology 1976-04
Biological Science 1973
The Major Principles of the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education 1948
Using The Biological Literature 2001-12-06
The Dictionary of the Biological Sciences 1968
Mathematics for the Biological Sciences 1974
Biological Science 1997-01-01
Biological Science 1990
Biology and Language an Introduction to the Methodology of the Biological Sciences Including Medicine 1962
The Explanatory Autonomy of the Biological Sciences 2021
Biological Science 1980
Mathematical Problems in the Biological Sciences 1973-01-01
How to Write a PhD in Biological Sciences 2021
Reductive Explanation in the Biological Sciences 2019-03-21
Biological Science 1996
Spectroscopy for the Biological Sciences 2005-07-01
Information Sources for the Biological Sciences and Allied Fields 1961
Biological Science : an Ecological Approach 1992
Unifying Biology 1996-12
Biological Science: 1990-06-28
Levels of Organization in the Biological Sciences 2021-08-24
Mathematical Problems in the Biological Sciences 1962-12-31
Symbiosis 2010
Smith's Guide to the Literature of the Life Sciences 1980
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